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INTRODUCTION

Green Agriculture & Environment is a company in business to promote, commercialize and implement
innovative agricultural technologies, sustainable energy & water solutions, (organic) waste recycling
techniques and the (re-) establishment of biodiversity.
Because of its heritage, Green A&E is also active in global satellite communications.
Green A&E is not a technology company but a solutions provider with focus on “simple, reliable and
service”. Green A&E responds to local needs and has created professional businesses in supplying:
1. Off-grid, small scale energy solutions (up to 100kWp) and smart mini grids for farms and
medium sized businesses;
2. Biomass processing techniques (gasification and briquetting);

Solar Pump

1.1

Biomass Gasification

Hybrid Power Plant

OUR OBJECTIVES

With reference to the supply of energy solutions Green A&E has the following objectives:

 Promotion and commercialization of practical, local energy solutions that cut carbon, protect
the environment, reduce poverty and improve people’s lives;

 Giving Customer the most cost & energy efficient solution and clear motivation for any project
design. (Smart) Hybrid Systems designed by Green A&E must be cost effective and robust,
solving both these issues simultaneously;

 The guarantee of power availability according to customer’s wish and service level agreement;
 Using as much as possible standardized systems for simple operation and easy maintenance;
 Bringing innovative solutions to scale;
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1.2

SERVING THE WORLD, FOCUS ON TANZANIA

A large share of the world population is without access to sustainable energy. Many billions of people
depend on solid unsustainable biomass for cooking. Billions of people are without electricity of which
85% live in rural areas.
Green A&E has the knowledge and the wish to contribute to sustainable solutions and welcomes its
Customers from anywhere.
Despite of the fact that Green A&E has a global view, the Company focuses on service & solution
delivering in Tanzania because we know the country and we are there.
1.3

FARM-BASED POWER: A FUTURE!

The problems encountered in rural Tanzania are found throughout much of the world: If there is a
power system, it is sporadic and notoriously unreliable. Moreover communities and individuals face the
fact that bringing power from the central grid to rural areas is not economically feasible in many cases.
90% of the rural households in Tanzania are unconnected to national grid electricity. Electricity is either
not available or generated by expensive polluting diesel/petrol generators.
In many situations where the price of (petroleum) fuels is high or where supplies are unreliable the
gasification of biomass can provide an economically viable system – provided the suitable biomass
feedstock is easily available as is indeed the case in agricultural systems.
In Tanzania, biomass is in abundance and is a nonconventional source of energy and most of the rural
households are involved in agriculture.
At Green A&E we have our eyes on the farm. Not just for food, but for energy too. Our Farm Power
Project seeks to bring about a step-change in the uptake of sustainable farm-based energy across
Tanzania. Therefore Green A&E actively stimulates and supports farms to become major power
generators for themselves, their communities and beyond (providing local regulations are cooperative)
Farm-based energy – when done right – not only represents an opportunity to diversify the energy
infrastructure, but also to build resilience in the energy and food systems, and to help re-vitalize
struggling rural communities.
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Biomass collection

Biomass Sizing

Gasifying and fueling a generator

For the avoidance of doubt Green A&E does not support nor stimulate using food for energy production.
1.4

COOPERATION, DEMONSTRATION AND TESTING

Green A&E is very keen on facilitating research opportunities and to participate in knowledge sharing. In
addition, Green A&E is constantly looking for cooperating partnerships with innovating companies
specialized in small and medium scale solutions.
Green A&E works with its own 70ha Bigwa Farm (Mkuranga - 70km from Dar es Salaam) to explore
options and capture successes, frustrations and insights – and to give interested parties the option for
researching any potential investment before putting any money into it.

Examples of locations where solar, wind and biomass are converted into electrical energy; Green A&E’s Bigwa Farm
facilitates research, testing, demonstration and production of the same for any interested customer or third party.
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OUR BASIC SOLUTIONS

The following common basic renewable resources are promoted & commercialized as off-grid, farmbased energy solutions by Green A&E in Tanzania:
1 - SOLAR POWER
Photovoltaic (Electricity)
Concentrated Power
(Heath)

2 - WIND POWER
Electricity

3 - BIOMASS
Biogas / Syngas
Briquettes
[Bio Diesel / Ethanol]

4 – STORAGE
Batteries
Alternative
Technologies
Hydro pumping

At any time all Green A&E solutions are complete and often a combination of multiple power sources
(hybrid systems). In addition, Green A&E provides the best energy result and optimal trade-off between
CAPEX & OPEX and RISK & RETURN.
2.1

FOCUS ON BIOMASS UTILIZATION

Solar and wind power are considered straightforward solutions. Biomass utilization through gasification
is becoming a subject of increasing interest as an efficient alternative to other sources of energy.
Biomass gasification means incomplete combustion of solid biomass resulting in production of
combustible gases consisting of Carbon monoxide (CO), Hydrogen (H2) and traces of Methane (CH4).
This mixture is called producer gas or syngas. Producer gas can be used as fuel in direct heat applications
and can be used to produce, in an economically viable way, electricity among other products. Since any
biomass material can undergo gasification, this process is much more attractive than ethanol production
or biogas where only selected biomass materials can produce the fuel.
Because biomass gasification offers the most attractive alternative energy system for agricultural
purposes, Green A&E promotes the development of efficient gasification systems of different sizes.
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2.2

FOCUS ON EFFICIENT POWER STORAGE

Off grid power systems are challenging to operate since supply and demand must be precisely balanced
at all times. As a result, off grid power systems have always had to be flexible:


In traditional off-grid systems, flexibility comes primarily from the generation side: operators
adjust the output of generators upwards or downwards. By storing primary energy sources such
as e.g. diesel, operators have avoided the need to store electricity.



Wind and solar systems (and to a lesser extend biomass) make demand-supply matching more
difficult since such sources increase the need for flexibility within the system, but do not
themselves contribute significantly to flexibility.

Therefore integrating intermittent sources of energy requires additional flexibility resources to manage
power distribution and efficient electricity-storage solutions.
Green A&E believes that flexibility management can be optimized by perfecting models for forecasting
output from wind, solar and biomass plants but additional flexibility will be needed in the correct
selection of efficient electricity storage techniques in combination with smart microgrid controllers to
enable responsible load balancing.
With reference to power storage, technical developments go very fast and the required financial
investments have dropped significantly. At Green A&E expensive high maintenance battery banks are
not necessarily first choice anymore.

(Limited) overview of commercially available power storage technologies
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2.3

GREEN A&E SOLUTIONS IMPLEMENTATION FLOW

Green A&E follows typical procedures to implement its solutions:
GREEN A&E ENERGY SOLUTIONS – TYPICAL PROJECT FLOW
1

Define power requirements (actual use and future expectations) and feasibility study

2

Research local biomass, solar & wind potential and local restrictions (regulations)

3

Energy Concept design (generation, management, storage, transformation and distribution)

4

GOST and OPEX savings report and commercial offer

5

Equipment Protection Plan (anti theft, anti vandalism and unauthorized access)

6

Permission application (if required)

7

Setting-up financial construction (small farm holders only)

8

Concept implementation and knowledge transfer (training)

9

System performance tracking and production monitoring (real time via GPRS)

10 Regular service & scheduled maintenance (according to SLA)

The diagram shows the Green A&E model available for specifying, costing, and comparing the alternatives for
power supply. It is important that a full set of input information is assembled to ensure that the evaluation gives
meaningful results.
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Once sizing is complete the costs of the solutions can be determined.
In some cases it may be appropriate to size the power system so that excess power can be sold to
other users nearby.
2.4

FEASIBILITY STUDY IS IMPORTANT

Before any Green A&E Solution can be designed and implemented, a feasibility study is highly
recommended. Such a feasibility study is an evaluation and analysis of the potential of the proposed
project which is based on investigation & research to support the process of decision making.
Green A&E has developed a quick but professional feasibility study including:
GREEN A&E ENERGY SOLUTIONS – FEASIBILITY STUDY
1

Technology and System Feasibility - is based on an outline design of system requirements, to
determine whether Green A&E has the technical expertise to handle completion of the project

2

Legal Feasibility - determines whether the proposed system conflicts with legal requirements

3

Operational Feasibility - a measure of how well the proposed system solves the problems.

4

5

Economic Feasibility - to determine the positive economic benefits. It typically involves a cost/
benefits analysis and computing the “Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE)” using expected
investment and annual costs. It also identifies additional benefits related to productive uses in local
priorities such as agriculture, education, water and telecom
Technical Feasibility - an evaluation of the hardware and software and how it meets the need of
the proposed system

6

Schedule Feasibility - estimating how long the system will take to develop, and if it can be
completed in a given time period. A measure of how reasonable the project timetable is

7

Resource Feasibility - type and amount of resources required, other dependencies

8

Cultural Feasibility - evaluation of the impact on the local and general culture

9

Financial Feasibility - financial viability and funding requirements
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2.5

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ANY GREEN A&E BASIC SOLUTION

All Green A&E Basic Energy Solutions are:
GREEN A&E ENERGY SOLUTIONS – TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
1

Smart Microgrids of any complexity using standardized building blocks

2

Subject to Service Level Agreement (SLA)

3

Reliable, safe and professionally engineered

4

Customized and optimized for each particular site

5

Upgradable / downgradable at minimum costs

6

Using good quality components for increased reliability

7

Professionally installed according to specification and standard (Green A&E certified installers)

8

Value for money, cost effective and a significant OPEX reduction compared to existing system

9

Not using food and not polluting or damaging the environment

10 Possibly subject to funding (conditions apply)

Land burning is cash burning is wasting valuable resources is harmful pollution–Biomass Gasification may be a
better alternative providing done well.
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OUR STANDARD SERVICES

GREEN A&E Standard Services include planning, design, installation and full support:
GREEN A&E ENERGY SOLUTIONS – STANDARD SERVICES
1

Site Survey & Feasibility Study

2

Customer Power Profile Definition

3

Network Engineering & Smart Grid Design

4

Installation, Start-up & Instruction

5

Verification and Acceptance Report

6

Regular Maintenance and Call-out Service

7

Real Time System Tracking and Performance Monitoring

Furthermore Green A&E offers:

 Supply of all required tools & equipment (This is NOT a Green A&E service condition – Customers
are free to source their equipment from elsewhere providing it meets specification and quality
requirements )

 Reliable energy storage systems;
 Battery regeneration;
 Diesel generator fuel reduction through hybrid back-up:
In Tanzania diesel generators are often used to secure basic energy demand. Despite relatively low
CAPEX, OPEX (because of maintenance and fuel) can be rather high. To reduce fuel consumption, a
Green A&E hybrid power system can be included as additional source of energy. Such system is
smart and because of its manufacturer-independent controller concept, the system can be easily
integrated into energy supply structures with existing diesel generators. Depending on factors like
load profile, solar irradiation, wind speed and the overall plant concept, a fuel saving up to 40% can
be achieved.
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OUR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Next to Our Standard Services, Green A&E offers its Customers the following Professional Services:

 Independent Energy Audits:
A Green A&E energy audit is an inspection, survey and analysis of energy flows for energy
conservation in a building, process, or system. Its purpose is to reduce the amount of energy input
into the system without negatively affecting the output(s).

 Independent Feasibility Study:
Such a feasibility study is an evaluation and analysis of the potential of a proposed project which is
based on investigation and research to support the process of decision making.

 Setting-up Costs, Financing, Business and Operation Models:
Green A&E can assist companies making the right decision on how to move forward meeting their
energy requirements in a most efficient way including proper risk analyzes.

 Project and/or Technology Development Funding:
Green A&E has various types of financing instruments that exist to support renewable energy
technologies. These financial instruments can be distinguished by the level of risk assumed and also
by the level of leverage involved. Much however depends on the “Levelized Cost of Electricity
(LCOE)”. LCOE is a calculation of the cost of generating electricity. It includes the initial capital, as
well as the costs of continuous operation, fuel, and maintenance. LCOE gives the real price of 1 kWh.
This type of calculation assists Green A&E to guide discussions and decision making.

 Basic and Advanced Training:
Green A&E believes that giving proper training to the decision makers, stakeholders and operators
of renewable energy systems is crucial, especially in rural electrification projects where lack of good
information can compromise the success of the project.
Customers buying Professional Services from Green A&E are NOT obliged to take any of Green A&E’s
Standard Services.
4.1

CERTIFYING INSTALLERS

Green A&E plans to begin the process of certifying smart microgrid installation professionals in the
summer of 2014. This voluntary program aims to offer experienced installers an opportunity to identify
and market themselves as experts in their field. Installation and maintenance is an important factor in a
smart microgrid performance, cost, and public acceptance.
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OUR CHALLENGES

The share of energy obtained from sun, wind and biomass has been restricted by the fact that these
forms of energy fluctuate and are not continuously available.
Therefore one of the biggest challenges is load balancing and efficient energy storage.
Furthermore costs and cost-recoupment periods can vary due to the following factors, ranked in
approximate order of importance in the table Common Industry Challenges:

1
2

GREEN A&E ENERGY SOLUTIONS – COMMON INDUSTRY CHALLENGES
Available budget and method of financing - Financing solutions are a key determinant if lack of
economic activity cannot justify the investments.
Prevailing costs of traditional electricity. Renewables tend to be most cost-effective in regions
where the cost of utility-provided electricity exceeds $0.10 per kWh.

3

Weak design and installation capacity of local systems integrators.

4

Wrong technology selection and poor quality of the selected equipment. Cost of raw materials.

5

Badly defined power requirements.

6

Unclear demand and unknown / unpredictable growth in electricity demand.

7

Improper load balancing and inefficient energy storage - Batteries are among the main reason for
technical failure and disappointing system performance.

8

Lack of (professional) maintenance.

9

Accidents and theft.

10 Metrological conditions (availability of sun, wind, or biomass).

FOR MOST OF THE COMMON INDUSTRY CHALLENGES, GREEN A&E HAS VERY GOOD SOLUTIONS
MATCHING LOCAL NEEDS.
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REASONS FOR CHOOSING GREEN A&E ENERGY SERVICES
GREEN A&E ENERGY SOLUTIONS – REASONS FOR CHOOSING GREEN A&E ENERGY SERVICES

1

Green A&E is not a technology company - Green A&E is a service & solutions company.

2

Green A&E offers a wide variety of technical and financial solutions, products and services to satisfy
different users, especially farms and the local business community.

3

Green A&E can lower the financial and operational risk for its customers.

4

Green A&E solutions are “sustainable & simple” and solve a problem.

5

Green A&E standardizes its systems for simple operation and easy to maintain.

6

Green A&E is specialized in small & medium sized smart micro grids with optimized system design.

7

Green A&E offers service classes and even power guarantee (hence no unexpected black-outs)

8

Green A&E solutions can always compete with conventional diesel solutions.

9

Green A&E facilitates “pre-pay per kWh” through smart energy dispensers;

Green A&E has an international background and is well-connected to partners and suppliers from
Europe, US and India;
Green A&E is developing a quality and performance standard for its products based on
11
international standards, labeling, testing and certification.
Green A&E offers Service Level Agreements (SLA) including call-out services and maintenance
12
schemes based on 4 visits during 18 months with training and after sales services.
All Green A&E solutions can be seen and tested at Bigwa Farm (a Green A&E owned model farm
13
near Mkuranga).
10

14 Green House Gas emission reduction is an added benefit of any Green A&E solutions.
Furthermore, Green A&E understands that most of the Customers prefer solutions which are close to
that what they already have or know.
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7.1

ABOUT GREEN A&E SMART MICROGRIDS
WHAT IS A GREEN A&E SMART MICROGRID

Typical micro grids can be as simple as a diesel generator hard-wired to a load.
Green A&E Smart Microgrids are small-scale versions of a centralized electricity system. They add and
balance renewable energy sources, energy storage, load management and monitoring to deliver power
that is cleaner and more efficient than just only conventional power sources but do so locally.
Green A&E Smart Microgrids achieve specific local goals and are building blocks of a balanced power
system that can operate as electrical grid back-up or work autonomously using combinations of:
1. Conventional power generation technologies such as diesel generators or steam generators;
2. Renewable power resources such as solar, wind, biomass and in some occasions small hydro;
3. Energy storage systems such as batteries, lakes and if applicable new generation technologies
such as fuel cells;
4. Professional load monitoring & real time management systems;

Simplified Example of a Green A&E Smart Microgrid (implemented at Bigwa Farm)
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7.2

GREEN A&E MICROGRIDS ARE SMART

In most electric power system, the only thing that gets carried over power lines is power.
Green A&E Smart Microgrids include a microgrid control system and because of this the lines will carry
both power and information (data in real time). This enables Green A&E to introduce significant energysaving opportunities through highly efficient electrical load balancing / scheduling.


Green A&E’s Microgrid Control System is an energy management control solution designed to
optimize dispatch of distributed energy resources and to provide load balancing in a local power
distribution network.



Electrical load balancing and scheduling refers to the use of various techniques to redirect and
to store excess electrical power during low demand periods for release as demand rises.

Although power requirements vary by consumer, Green A&E Customers have permanent control over
their own energy destiny. Each customer will decide — and get — the system and services that are
perfect for them.
7.3

WHY GREEN A&E SMART MICROGRID ARE A GOOD SOLUTION

First of all, Green A&E Smart Microgrids are a robust, reliable and cost efficient option for providing
(remote) power at reduced emission and environmental impact:


Robust because the Green A&E Solution is an optimum blend of proven conventional and
renewable energy technologies;



Cost efficient because solar PV, small wind turbines and biomass gasification are the fastest
growing renewable power sources and are just as cost effective in small applications as in large
ones;



Reliable because the Green A&E Solution is properly designed and implemented according to
international standard. Both SLA and power guarantee are offered optional if required;



Reduced emission and environmental impact because systems that use renewable power to
reduce fuel consumption also reduce its environmental impacts providing feedstock cannot be
used as food for either humans or life stock.

Secondly, the Green A&E Solution is adaptable to a wide variety of applications and projects of any size,
anywhere in the world. It can be used in off grid rural networks as well as grid-connected applications. If
connected to the central grid, Green A&E Smart Microgrids can add reliability through redundancy,
source and load leveling.
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7.4

GREEN A&E SMART MICROGRIDS FOR INCREASED RELIABILITY:

Most equipment failure and electric service outages are caused by disturbances in the electric
distribution system. The only way to avoid these outages is to locate electric generation and storage at
the end user’s location. Users with a need for high reliability have always had local backup
systems. These were typically battery-based uninterruptible power systems (UPS) for small loads and
reciprocating generators powered by diesel, propane, or natural gas for larger loads.
Green A&E Smart Microgrids are a natural evolution that integrates these conventional technologies
with alternative energy sources, automated switchgear, load management and active monitoring. This
has resulted in a cleaner, more efficient and very reliable energy system that can operate stand alone
for extended periods or even permanently without fuel deliveries.
Furthermore, Green A&E respects and supports international quality standards and believes that any
program or project targeting sustainability must follow these guidelines in order to ensure that the best
products are installed and used. Such guidelines are the minimum requirement for safeguarding a
sufficient quality of system components.
It is generally acknowledged that recognized standards lead to increased safety and quality of a given
product. Therefore, by imposing a quality remit on a Green A&E implementation program, the likelihood
of a project’s success can be substantially enhanced.
7.5

WHEN ARE GREEN A&E SMART MICROGRIDS COST EFFECTIVE

Although most energy systems have substantial economies of scale so that larger systems are more
efficient than smaller systems, there are factors that create an economic advantage for Green A&E
Smart Microgrid solutions. This especially applies to remote locations which lack access to basic
infrastructure and are often too small to take advantage of the economy of scale of conventional energy
generating facilities. As a result, they rely on expensive fuel for power generation, which makes Green
A&E Solutions cost competitive.
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7.6

COMPARISMENTS AND TRADE-OFFS

A Green A&E study does not prescribe one design option over another, rather, Green A&E describes a
framework to compare the trade-offs between power cost and power availability for resourceconstrained projects.
Therefore Green A&E saves customers substantial effort and expense by narrowing these conceptual
design choices at the prefeasibility stage rather than performing detailed re-engineering on
suboptimal system designs.
Summarizing: Typically power systems are designed for 100% power availability—power is available
when it is needed. Yet greater availability comes at greater cost, and projects faced with capital
constraints may not achieve 100% availability.
The competing objectives of high availability and low cost are particularly relevant for rural populations
in developing nations. Therefore:


Green A&E always compares the trade-offs between power availability and cost of power and;



Green A&E compares at two or more power system architectures and;



Green A&E always considers biomass as an additional option;

7.7

MODELING GREEN A&E SMART MICROGRIDS

All those new technologies provide an array of possible microgrid design choices and potential
expensive failures. Professional and chronological research and simulation is a must for modeling the
variable resources. Green A&E is realistic and models both the technical and economic factors involved
in a project. This means that Green A&E analysis the potential impact of uncertain factors such as fuel
prices, sun hours or wind speed on a given system, over time and determines which (renewable) energy
sources and storage technologies are most cost-effective, what load management, combined heat and
power and other diesel optimization options make sense, and what is an optimal capacity for each of
these.
Using customer and site-specific information about loads, resources, technology costs and performance,
Green A&E first simulates all possible permutations of the system and then ranks the results, clearly
showing the optimal, least-cost configuration. In addition, its sensitivity analyses demonstrate the
results of changes to - and uncertainty in - the input parameters.
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The results and conclusions are summarized in a decent report including a clear graph called “GOST”:
GREEN Optimal System Type.
The GOST basically gives our customers the most cost & energy efficient solution and motivation for any
further project or individual application design. Depending on customer input parameters, budget and
expectations Green A&E produces a conceptual design and matching quotation which is based on the
GOST outcome and a part of the feasibility study.

Efficient integration of smart Microgrids into daily life
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SUBMITTING A REQUEST

Green A&E invites its customers to share their requirements together with specific technical and nontechnical fact data. Please make sure your request is accurate and reflects all basic details and minimum
requirements. The more information shared, the better and faster the response. Inaccurate input may
lead to delay, disappointment and unnecessary project costs.
To submit a request, please return the SMART MICROGRID REQUEST FORM accompanied with any
additional information in an email to request@greenae.org
Based on customer’s input Green A&E engineers run a prefeasibility analysis and produce a GOST
(GREEN A&E Optimal System Type) followed by conceptual design and matching quotation. After
agreement and customer purchase order, delivering, implementing, monitoring and maintaining the
system are the most logical next steps. To enable Green A&E producing a GOST the following basic fact
information is indispensible and must be provided by the customer:
1. Detailed information about exact location of implementation including clear pictures if possible;
2. As much as possible fact information about the application or overall project;
3. Electrical load profile/power consumptions characteristics of the application / project;
4. Exact purpose/expectations. What is the envisioned function of the GREEN A&E solution;
5. Information/conformation regarding potential solutions;
6. Detailed information about existing generator if applicable for the location/project;
7. Detailed customer/point of contact information;
Green A&E can use approximate data but prefers highly detailed data when available. The latter is very
important for the final result. Professional assistance in defining project requirements and determining
fact input data is possible at any time but at a small symbolic fee which will be reimbursed after signingup a follow-up agreement with Green A&E.
For further assistance please contact Green A&E directly by email or by dialing one of the following
telephone numbers:
Tanzania: +255 783162728

Dubai: +971 508548247

Email: request@greenae.org

In Green A&E we speak Swahili, English, Hindi, German, Dutch and Russian
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SMART MICROGRID REQUEST FORM
PREFEASIBILITY ANALYSIS AND CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

REQUESTER CONTACT DETAILS:

Date of request (mm/dd/yy):

Company:
Name:
City:

Country:

Telephone:

Cell:
phone:

Email:

1 - EXACT LOCATION – BASIC FACTS:
Country:

(Nearest) Town:

Longitude:
Location:

Latitude:
In town

Altitude [m]:
Just outside town

Remote

Very remote

Is unsafe

Is very unsafe

Medium

High

Seaside

river

If remote, distance to the nearest town with basic facilities[km]:
Location:

Is safe

Is somewhat safe

Location is:

Public domain

Private property

Location is:

Protected area

Unprotected area

The risk of equipment theft is:

Low

Assigned location is located in or near (more answers a possible):
Forest

Open field

Mountains

Other:
Please provide clear photographs of the assigned location. Pay attention to possible shadow spots and
objects (e.g. trees) that possibly may affect the efficiency of small wind turbines and solar panels.
Commercial electrical grid connection at assigned location:
If NO:
If YES:

No

Yes

How many meters (or km) the assigned location is away from the
nearest public electrical grid access point:
Cost per kWh [US$]:

Fixed costs per month [US$]:

Grid connection is reliable (up time at least 95%):

Yes

No

If NO, average downtime:

hrs/day

Reliable cell phone (GSM) coverage at assigned location:

Yes

No

Stable Internet access (no dial-up) at assigned location:

Yes

No

If NO, is Internet access at location desired:

Yes

No
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SMART MICROGRID REQUEST FORM
PREFEASIBILITY ANALYSIS AND CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

2 - PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
Please provide a short description of the application that requires the GREEN Solution.
Please understand that PV-battery system costs decrease with unmet load allowance.
The Application is a “stand alone”, one node object:

Yes

No

The Application is mission critical and downtime cannot be tolerated:

Yes

No

If NO, how many hours of down time/day is still acceptable:
And preferable when:

Early morning

Hours

Early evening

Day time

Night time

Please give a brief description of the application / project:
Expected service activation date:

Comments:

Expected / projected life time (or contract term) of this project [yrs]:
Any budget constrains:
If YES, budget target:

No

Yes

TBD

CAPEX [US$]

OPEX [US$/yr]

3 - ELECTRICAL LOAD PROFILE:
Please define the load power consumption characteristics. Please be as accurate as possible but leave
open if the answers are unknown.
Load Type:

AC

110V

220V

Other [V]:

AC rated current [A]:
DC

12V

AC max current [A]:

24V

Other [V]:

DC rated current [A]:

DC max current [A]:

If the load is specified for AC, can it be modified for DC operation:

No

Yes

If YES, preferred DC Voltage:

48V

TBD

12V

24V

Average day time power consumption [kWh]:

Day time peak power [kWp]:

Average night time power consumption [kWh]:

Night time peak power [kWp]:

Please note: GREEN A&E replicates this profile throughout the year unless a different load profile for
different month or day types has been defined, preferable in a separate standard GREEN Load Profile
Spreadsheet. Please apply for an example load profile sheet if required.
The defined load profile is constant throughout the year:

Yes

No

If NO, will you submit an extensive detailed load profile definition:

Yes

No
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SMART MICROGRID REQUEST FORM
PREFEASIBILITY ANALYSIS AND CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

4 - EXACT PURPOSE / EXPECTATIONS:
Please define the envisioned function of the GREEN SMART MICROGRID Solution.
The GREEN A&E Solution will function as secondary power supply
and/or back-up for electrical grid or genset outages:

Yes

No

N/A

The GREEN A&E Solution will function as prime power supply with
genset as back-up power supply:

Yes

No

N/A

The GREEN A&E Solution will function as prime power supply with
batteries (or alternative storage) as back-up power supply:

Yes

No

N/A

The GREEN A&E Solution will function as prime power supply with
batteries as first back-up and a genset as secondary back-up:

Yes

No

N/A

If the envisioned situation is believed more complicated and therefore requires more explanation, please
provide more detail below:

5 - POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS:
Finding the best solutions requires customer vision and input.
Can assigned location physically host solar panels:
If yes, how:

Building integrated (roof)

Don’t know / not sure
Free standing

How many panels can be placed (estimation):

Less than 10

Yes

Pole mounted
only
As needed

No
TBD

A solar panel can have many different sizes but for calculation purposes please consider 1m60 x 0.90m
and
a weight
16kg
each be one of the solutions:
Could
a small of
wind
turbine
Don’t know / not sure
Yes
No
Do you have access to large amounts of biomass:

Don’t know / not sure

Yes

No

Any suggestions:
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SMART MICROGRID REQUEST FORM
PREFEASIBILITY ANALYSIS AND CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

6 - EXISTING GENERATOR AT LOCATION (IF APPLICABLE):
Please provide as much information as possible, if possible. Alternatively submit the generator datasheet
so GREEN A&E can extract the required critical information.
At location, is there an existing generator (genset) in use:

No

Yes

If YES please continue this section 6 of this form.
Make:

Model/Type:

Generator Control:

Droop

Fuel:

Gasoline

Diesel

Year built:

Isochron

Fuel tank size [liter]:

Don’t know

Other:
Other:
Cont. operating hrs on one tank [hrs]:
(natural) gas

Local fuel price [US$/liter]:
Total (incl. transport) fuel cost [US$/liter] at your location:
Estimated operation & maintenance cost (ex fuel) [US$]:

Month

Year

Generator replacement costs [US$]:
Generator operational status:

Permanent Operation

Estimated number of operational hours / day:

Weekdays:

As back-up power supply only
Weekend:

DC Output [V]:

DC rated output [W]:

DC max power [Wp]:

AC Output [V]:

AC rated output [W]:

AC max power [Wp]:
AC rated current [A]:

Please complete this questionnaire as accurate as possible. The first system design strongly depends on
the given input data. Equally important is information about the existing generator system and its
electric power supply. If available please add to this form the generator load profile including any
additional site information, drawings and photographs
Please submit this form on line or send your copy in an email to request@greenae.org
For further assistance please contact Green A&E directly by email or by dialing one of the following
telephone numbers:
Tanzania: +255 783162728

Dubai: +971 508548247

Email: request@greenae.org

In Green A&E we speak Swahili, English, Hindi, German, Dutch and Russian
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